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Wallkill Exotic 
ExtraOrdinary

Flying Craft

Conference Evening Sessions ...

In Challenging 
Environments

Jere Rivera-Dugenio PhD

The RASHA:
Scalar Plasma 

Crystalline 
Technology 

Joel Wallach, DVM ND 

Saturday Aug 10 - 7PMFriday  Aug 9 -7PM

Eleven years of field research (1992-2003) in 
the Wallkill River Valley of New York State is 
disclosed. The lengthy study involved the pho-
tographing and videotaping of as many as 140 
unconventional craft (ETVs), many of which put 
on deliberate performances for photographic can-
vasses (time exposures) and videos.  Dr. Cornet 
will attempt to show how these images reveal 
electromagnetic, plasma, and gravity-altering 
properties unknown for declassified or disclosed 
human-built aircraft.  
Photographic and video evidence of aircraft pos-
sessing the ability to fly sideways and backwards, 
stop and hover, make high speed right angle turns 
as well as an ability to take off vertically from farm 
fields silently will be shown. While these aircraft 
mimic the appearance of conventional commercial 
aircraft, they have an entirely different sound sig-
nature than any unclassified aircraft. 

Three experiments based on simple experiments 
from back in the early wonder days of atomic en-
ergy, will lead the way to a new source of energy.  
A replication from Le Bon’s Evolution of  Mat-
ter will shed new light on “phosphorescence” so 
oft described by early researchers and  presently 
considered  an early harbinger of  “radioactivity”.  
This will be followed with a explorations of Ed 
Leedskalnin’s work into magnetic forces! 
Using the black lantern above to emit invisible 
rays, Gustave Le Bon  induced emittance of “phos-
phorescence” or “intra-atomic”  energy from the 
figurine. The method used to cause the figurine to 
become luminius, may serve as a source of  power  
exemplified by Moray, Hubbard, Hendershott and 
others. FBI suppression of atomic information in 
the Manhattan Project days, and  Einstein’s relativ-
ity theory barred this line of atomic research! 

WednesdayWednesday  Aug 7 -5PM
3 Experiments
   & Free Energy!

Bruce Forrester Jr

Inter-Atomic Research...
The Road Less Taken! 

At a time when mankind has created one of the 
most toxic environments ever recorded, it is es-
sential that we recognize the importance of life 
in all forms if we are to survive on this Earth. We 
are in dire need of a close and respectful collabo-
ration between science, nature, technology and 
our evolving human consciences to bring about 
a healthy balance so that all life can survive and 
thrive in the decades to come.  It is our duty to 
ourselves, and future generations to ensure that all 
of nature is honored and respected as well.
Dr. Wallach is renowned for his ground breaking 
research on the health benefits of nutraceuticals, 
vitamins and a wide range of minerals. His land-
mark book “Dead Doctors Don’t Lie” is one of the 
most popular books in the field of health! It pro-
vides you facts, proven truths, and the knowledge 
and tools necessary to identify the elemental raw 
materials of life no longer found in our food.

Bruce Cornet PhD

Staying 
Healthy 

The RASHA scalar plasma crystalline technology 
features advanced stages of quantum morpho-
genetic science. Permanent levels of healing, 
regenesis and rejuvenation can be attained through 
reprogramming of introns (potential DNA) via the 
magnetic scalar waves, which in turn unlock the 
secrets of the water, including the internal marine 
plasma-like water within each living being. This 
relates to advanced manifesting and materializa-
tion techniques for the reason that healing is a 
byproduct if you can reclaim the innate ability to 
manifest and materialize things at will. 
The RASHA scalar-plasma-crystalline technol-
ogy assists an individual to achieve a state of 
attunement, which is required to achieve Quantum 
Transmutation-Transfiguration-Transmigration...  
allowing the frequencies of the light body integrate 
into the physical, atomic, cellular body. 

Thursday  Aug 8...... -7PM


